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English $USD Sign In / Join Free 0 0

Average rating :

$29.99 $29.99

Qty: 1

Add To Cart  Add to Favorites

Gisly mouse

(2 reviews)

Item Code: Gisly mouse

Description Reviews Shipping & Payment

weight 0.00 g

volume weight 0.00 g

Lightweight, portable and comfortable mouse is perfect for precise
navigation at any time 
Enhanced wheel optimization to achieve smooth and natural scrolling. 
With BlueTrack technology, it can be used on various surfaces 
Elegant carved design-hold it comfortably in your hand 
No power cord or dongle needed-connect wirelessly to your surface via
Bluetooth
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Product Review

By Carrie Gaines

2021-02-03 14:25:20

MOUSE

I didn't turn it into a consistent rotation of desktop peripherals, but this feature is awesome. It is wired and large, but all of its c
ontent is smooth, and in fact it is what it looks like, just like Compaq, Gateway or IBM will send it with your new home PC in 19
98 or 2000. The upgrade from one of them is optical, not clanging, but still has a certain weight.

By Katheryn Aguirre

2021-02-03 14:25:16

MOUSE

The appearance and quality of this mouse is still very good, the hand feel of this mouse is really good, and the button sound is
not loud, the Bluetooth connection is very fast, and overall satisfaction.

Average Rating: 5 based on 2 Customer Reviews

5 stars 100%

4 stars 0%

3 stars 0%

2 stars 0%

1 stars 0%
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FOLLOW US

Follow us in social media

Enter your email adress... JOIN

NEWSLETTER

Sign up for newsletter

Payment Methods:
FECSHOP.com accepts PayPal, Credit Card, Western Union and Wire Transfer as secure payment methods:

Global:

1. PayPal

1) Login To Your Account or use Credit Card Express. 
2) Enter your Card Details, the order will be shipped to your PayPal address. And click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.

2. Credit Card

1) Choose your shipping address OR create a new one. 
2) Enter your Card Details and click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.
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